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Dear Parents and Carers
Here we are at the end of a very busy school year!
Just last week there were so many exciting activities going on for all ages; a farm
visited school where pupils had fun looking after and caring for the animals; there
was a Shakespeare performance of Macbeth by the Key Stage 3 pupils, complete
with an Elvis number! The Key Stage 4 pupils had lots of fun on their overnight
residential visit to Youlbury and Rowan Class went out bowling! The Student
Centre prepared a VIP lunch where they invited people who had helped them this
year, a lovely spread it was too.
On Friday, Maple and Beech Classes went on holiday to America – they all
brought their packed suitcases to school and went through all the baggage checks
and passport controls before boarding their flight. A holiday booked the ‘Fitzwaryn
way’ (on the school field complete with a Florida style pool) is so much fun and
best of all there are no queues or issues with your luggage!
I would like to thank the whole team at Fitzwaryn for the work that they do every
day, they are really an outstanding group of professionals and I wish them all a
very happy and restful holiday.
Please read the end of year summary from each of the teachers, there are plenty
of ‘golden moments’.
Maple Class
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Maple Class have had a brilliant summer term. We have explored two topics,
Enchanted Forests and Journeys. The pupils have spent lots of time outside
exploring our school environment, learning about different plants and trees in
science and horticulture. In topic we have explored the journey Christopher
Columbus took across the Atlantic Ocean and the various types of transport he
used to get there.
A real highlight of the term however was science week. Pupils used a range of
resources to make different types of transport and then explored how we could
make them move faster or slower. We made boats and rockets powered by
balloons and all of the pupils got stuck in!
Beech Class

In Beech Class, we have had a wonderful term to finish our fantastic year! All
pupils have enjoyed our final two topics ‘Enchanted Forest’ and ‘Journeys’.
In English, we have worked hard during Talk for Writing sessions and had lots of
fun learning about and retelling the tale of Hansel and Gretel. We even found a
Wicked Witch in the Sensory Garden! We have also looked at poetry and
performed a poem to an audience.
In PSI lessons, we have practised communicating what we would like from the
shop. Pupils made a list then ‘went to the shop’ in our garden, had to speak to a
shop keeper using their preferred method of communication and use real money
to pay for their items. We had lots of fun taking part in these activities!
We have also had lots of lovely experiences in our wider curriculum. In history, we
have role-played travelling to the America’s with Christopher Columbus. In
science, we had a bubble show where we saw some enormous bubbles! We have
attended a music concert in the hall. Pupils have also interacted with farm animals
on the school field; rabbits and Sweetie the pony were the firm favourites in Beech
Class! What a fabulous way to finish off a super school year!
Cedar Class

We have had a very busy two terms in Cedar Class. The pupils really enjoyed our
topics - We all went on Safari in Term 1 and We all went on a Wantage Safari
Term 2. They have worked hard in phonics, learning to sound out different
sounds to help with reading and spelling. In maths they have been learning about
the different vocabulary involved in measuring weight, time and capacity. They

have enjoyed taking part in Talk for Writing, in English. Cedar Class really
enjoyed going to Pine Class to meet the baby chicks. We loved science week
making our own fair paper helicopter investigation. We also enjoyed the bubble
workshop. We showed great friendship and team spirit during Sports Day! We
showed respect when the farm came to visit. We were kind and gentle with all the
farm animals.
Hazel Class

Hazel Class have had a jam packed and exciting final term together. As well as
our topic learning, we have loved conducting our own experiments during science
week. We enjoyed visiting the chicks in upper school and the farm animals on the
school field. We have practised independence in cookery where we learnt about
and made healthy lunch box food. Alongside all of this we have all developed our
Personal, Social and Independence skills. When the weather has been hot, we
have enjoyed cooling down with a paddling pool at lunchtime. It has been a terrific
term to finish on and the Hazel Class team have been so proud to see many
friendships flourish this term. Well Done Hazel Class!
Ash Class

Ash Class have enjoyed doing two terms of safari-based activities. They wrote
their own safari counting stories based on ‘We all Went on Safari’ and created
beautiful sunset safari pictures in art. This term, we have been thinking about our
local environment and the different landmarks and facilities we have near
Fitzwaryn. The children have been learning about healthy food and making and
trying different food that they could use in their lunchbox in our cookery sessions –
all the staff have been really impressed at the way the children have tried all the
food even if they think they won’t like it.

Willow Class

Willow Class has had a wonderful summer term exploring our ‘Holiday’ topic. Our
recent trip to ‘Camp Mohawk’ was a particular highlight with all the students
enjoying the activities and representing Fitzwaryn School exceptionally in a new
environment. Pupils have similarly enjoyed rehearsing and performing our
Macbeth play. I have been proud to see all members of Willow take part and it has
been magical to watch their performance develop over the term. Willow Class
have explored our life cycles topic in science in great depth. We have had the
opportunity to watch real live eggs hatch into chicks and seeing our class
caterpillars metamorphose into butterflies. Overall, a fantastic term to finish the
year off. Well done Willow Class!
Pine Class

Pine Class have had a busy and fun filled summer term. The topic this term was
‘Holidays’ and Pine Class have learnt about different countries, worked hard on
learning the 7 continents and developed their location knowledge when using
maps. Alongside topic-based work, pupils have been working extremely hard on
making props, learning lines and song lyrics in preparation for their successful
Shakespeare performance. A highlight this term was learning about life cycles in
science and Pine Class having the opportunity to embark on an exciting egg
hatching project to run alongside this focus. Pupils watched 9 eggs hatch and took
care of the chicks for one week. They all showed such compassion towards the
chicks and cared for them wonderfully and enjoyed using them for their measurebased maths lessons. As a class, they have achieved so much this year and have
all made huge progress with their communication and independence skills in
particular. The café trips really demonstrate how far they have all come with their
conversation skills and it’s been lovely to see their confidence grow when talking
to peers from Holly Class. A lot of lovely friendships have developed this year and
it has been a pleasure to watch a class play so brilliantly together. Well done Pine
Class!

Rowan Class

We’ve had another busy term in Rowan Class. We have enjoyed learning about
‘Macbeth’ and ‘Holidays’. In English, we have learnt the story of Macbeth and
have been writing our own poems based on Michael Rosen’s ‘Chocolate Cake’. In
maths we have been working on our problem-solving skills through completing the
chip cone challenge and have enjoyed learning about weight and capacity. In
history, we have learnt all about Shakespeare and his life and in geography we
have been looking at different holiday destinations around the world. We have
also been practising hard for our performance of Macbeth and have been busy
making props, sets and preparing costumes.
Senior School

Senior School have been super busy in our final two terms of the school year! We
have continued our focus on narrative for English, and our topic has been Harry
Potter. All pupils have been fully engaged in this and produced some fantastic
pieces of work. We went on a trip to Harry Potter Studios in Watford, and it was
absolutely fantastic! Seeing how they made the films was so exciting, but the best
bit was having a go on the broomsticks!! In maths we have continued having a
focus on place value. Pupils have been revisiting how to partition 2- and 3-digit
numbers, how to add bigger numbers together and some pupils have been
learning Roman numerals and their values. The pupils have continued to increase
their independence in our Personal, Social and Independence lessons.
Holly Class have also been lucky enough to go to London to the theatre for their
end of Year 11 trip. Please have a look at the website to see some more photos!

Student Centre

The Student Centre have had a very busy term 6! Nine of the students have
completed their Bronze Duke of Edinburgh expedition. It was a hard 12 km walk
along the Ridgeway before arriving at the camp site. Once there, there was no
time for rest we had 6 tents to put up and it was not easy due to it being very
windy. Dinner had to be cooked on camping stoves as we had no access to a
kitchen. We successfully made tuna pasta and cheese though. Before bed we
toasted marshmallows on a camping stove. It was not the most comfortable night
in the tents, so the students had very little sleep! In the morning the students
completed another 12 km walk along the Ridgeway before returning to school.
The Student Centre have also been busy with their volunteering and work
experience placements. The placements have been varied, the CO-OP, Grove
Day Centre, The Letcombe Brook project, GRoW families’ toddler group, the
school kitchen and the Wantage Mix, which we look forward to continuing in
September.
Science Week
The whole school had a lot of fun taking part in science activities during our
Science Week in June. All classes took part in investigations over the course of
the week. Some children from KS4 went to Rutherford Appleton Laboratory to
support with a Science Fair showcasing science from a variety of local schools –
and also taking part in some exciting experiments run by the RAL staff. Key
Stage 3 enjoyed sessions in a visiting Explorer Dome where they learnt lots about
sound and light. Early Years, Key Stage 1 and 2 had a visit in early July from
Sarah Bearchell and her Bubble Superstars show and lots of fun was had chasing
and popping bubbles as well as learning about bubbles and how they form.
Message from Julie Mabberley – Chair of Governors
I always enjoy reading the summer newsletter and reminding myself how much
each class has achieved this year. The range of activities and smiling faces of the
pupils demonstrates the joy of Fitzwaryn.
Of course this year we also have the Ofsted report and I don't know of any other
school who has maintained an Outstanding rating since 2005. This is a testament
to everyone connected with the school, but an extra big THANK YOU goes to all
the amazing staff in the school for the excellent work that they do, both in school
hours and with all the extracurricular activities. We are very lucky to have them.
I have to take this opportunity to thank the Friends of Fitzwaryn for their fantastic
efforts at the summer fete and the vast amount of money which they (with your
help) raised for the school.
You will all remember that Matt Heyworth resigned as a Parent Governor earlier in
the year and we have been looking for a new parent to take his place. I'm pleased
to announce that Cathy Brown has volunteered and will be joining us next term.
Cathy has been a school Governor in the past, so we are very pleased to
welcome her back.

Finally I must thank my fellow Governors for everything they do for the children
and young people at Fitzwaryn; their enthusiasm and dedication are fantastic and
I wish them all a well-earned break over the holidays.
Have a good summer and I look forward to seeing you all in the new school year.

It just leaves me to wish you all a very happy holiday and I look forward to seeing
all the pupils back in school on Wednesday 7th September
With very best wishes
Stephanie Coneboy
Headteacher

